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 Abstract 

Using agricultural waste materials, namely corn husk fiber (CHF), to reduce agricultural 

waste and recycle corn husk waste into sustainable engineering materials is relatively 

significant due to the decreasing number of woods. This study aims to analyze the effect 

of the volume fraction of CHF with polyester (PE) on the physical and mechanical strength 

of fiberboard composites with variations in volume fraction of 25% fiber : 75% PE, 50% 

fiber : 50% PE, and 75% fiber : 25% PE. Composites are made by the hand layup method. 

Fibers were pretreated by immersing 5% NaOH for 2 hours. The results of testing the 

physical properties of the highest density composite board at a volume fraction of 25% 

fiber : 75% PE of 0.85 g/cm³ and the lowest moisture absorption value was at 0.49%. The 

results of the mechanical board test in the form of the modulus of elasticity (MOE) test 

got the highest test value at the fiber volume fraction 25% fiber : 75% PE, which was 

1179.2 MPa as well as the highest modulus of rupture (MOR) test value was found in the 

volume fraction 25% fiber: 75% PE that is equal to 9.4 MPa. Based on this result research, 

the average strength of the mechanical properties increases with the increase in the number 

of matrices. That indicates a reasonably good bond between the fiber and the matrix. The 

results of the water content test also increased as the density value increased. 

Keywords: Corn husk fiber, polyester resin, hand layup method, physical and mechanical 

properties. 

 

1. Introduction 

Researchers have begun to develop natural fiber-based fillers. Fibers are divided into two, namely 

synthetic fibers and natural fibers. Synthetic fiber is a composite base material used in various 

categories, including aviation, car, marine, military, and recreation industries. However, synthetic fibers 

are environmentally harmful and not readily biodegradable. According to [1], using natural fibers is a 

wiser alternative, considering that natural fibers are superior to synthetic fibers because they are 

harmless, recyclable, and abundantly available. In nature, the fiber surface can be easily modified and 

is biodegradable, renewable, has lower production costs, and is environmentally friendly. Research has 

been carried out on a wide variety of non-wood plant fibers and agricultural wastes, such as kenaf fiber 

[2], coconut husk and bagasse [3], sorghum [4], rice straw [5], and rice husk [6]. This research used 

corn husk fiber (CHF) as a fiber composite board. CHF also provide excellent strength, high elongation, 

flexibility, moderate durability, and are readily biodegradable. The fiber obtained from corn gave a 

specific strength and a specific modulus of 2.7 tenacity/g·den-1 and 70 modulus/g·den-1, respectively 

[7]. Therefore, corn husk can be used as a natural fiber in fiber composite boards. 

Data on total corn production from 2013 to 2015 from the Central Statistics Agency of West 

Nusa Tenggara (NTB), corn production increased from 633,773 tons in 2013 to 959,972.92 tons in 2015 

[8]. The more corn production increases, followed by corn waste increases. One part of corn waste that 

could be utilized more optimally is corn husk. However, environmental waste, such as CHF, can now 

become valuable industrial materials [9]. CHF is a sustainable, low-cost option for reinforcing 

composites, and environmentally friendly. That makes it a very competitive fiber for product use [10]. 

The research found that CHF subjected to enzymatic treatment has direct quality and tall dampness 

maintenance [11]. The water-wetted CHF obtained from the innermost leaves is found to have superior 
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mechanical properties, low water content, low water absorption, and obtained from the outer leaves 

[10]. The chemically treated CHF was more efficient than untreated CHF. So, the advantages of CHF 

compared to other fibers are that it has good elasticity properties, namely (224.05 ± 22.14) MPa to 

(368.25 ± 78.97) MPa and modulus of elasticity (MOE) value from (4.57 ± 0.54) GPa to (15.87 ± 1.87) 

GPa. One factor that increases the MOE is the treatment process using 0.5–8% sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) for two hours. Another research found that CHF composites had significant physical and 

mechanical properties [12]. According to the report, the mechanical properties of CHF-reinforced 

polypropylene composites are higher than those of polypropylene alone. 

The previous report also found that a 5% CHF weight fraction composite provides the best tensile 

and flexural strengths [13]. Several studies reprocessed that polystyrene (PS) froth or recycled 

polystyrene (RPS) and CHF can produce composite products. Adding fiber to the RPS or CHF 

composite from the fiber interval of 30% to 60% caused an increase in the tensile strength and modulus 

values of 26% and 13%, respectively. The increase in the value of the strength of mechanical properties 

is supported by alkalizing treatment of the fiber. The decomposition temperature decreases as the fiber 

content of a CHF composite increases [14]. One of the uses of CHF in the industrial sector is as a 

composite board. The manufacture of composite boards from non-wood materials is very significant. 

That is due to the need for more wood as the primary raw material for manufacturing fiberboard. This 

research utilizes corn husk waste by using synthetic and natural adhesives. The results show that the 

particleboard of CHF is used for building materials [15]. From the description above, further studies 

are needed regarding the best composition between the percentage of filler (corn husk fiber) and matrix 

(resin) to produce the best physical and mechanical properties of composite boards that can be applied 

commercially based on the Indonesian National Standard (SNI 01-4449-2006) [16]. 

 

2. Method 

2.1. Treatment of Corn Husk Fiber (CHF) 

The material used is CHF from corn plantations in Rhee district, Sumbawa, NTB province. The corn 

husks were soaked for 10 days in water, and the fiber was removed using an iron comb. Some CHF are 

dried in the sun to evacuate the damp substance. The dry CHF is not used directly as a fiber but is given 

a surface treatment first, namely soaking the fiber with NaOH (5%) for 2 hours to remove the lignin 

content in the CHF. The use of 5% NaOH for 2 hours in the treatment of CHF process is based on some 

previous research [17]–[19]. Then the fiber is removed and rinsed with clean water at a neutral pH of 

the NaOH solution. Next, the corn fiber is dried in the sun to dry and cut to a fiber size of ±1 cm, the 

material preparation as Figure 1. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Corn husk soak for 10 days, (b) corn husk combing, and (c) corn husk treated with NaOH concentration of 5%. 
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Table 1. Sample size for physical and mechanical properties. 

 

Composition 

(% Fiber : % Resin) 
Test 

Dimensions 

(cm) 

Number of 

Specimen 

25 : 75 

50 : 50 

75 : 25 

Physical Test 
Density 

10 × 10 × 1 6 
Water Content 

Mechanical Test 
Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) 

20 × 5 × 1 6 
Modulus of Rupture  (MOR) 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Specimen for density and water content tests. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Specimen for MOE and MOR  tests. 

 

2.2. Preparation of Composites 

Manufacture of CHF composite board specimens using the hand lay-up method. The first thing to do in 

making this specimen is to prepare tools and materials such as CHF, epoxy resin, catalyst, mold, and 

others. The next step is to mix resin, catalyst, and CHF and stir slowly until a homogeneous mixture is 

formed. Then pour the three mixtures slowly into a mold smeared with a release agent. Then the mold 

is closed and pressure is applied to the composite. CHF composite specimens were allowed to dry. Then 

it is removed from the mold for further cutting according to the sample size for physical and mechanical 

properties testing based on the SNI 01-4449-2006 standard [16], as shown in Table 1, and composite 

sample products are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

2.3. Testing and Analysis  

2.3.1. Physical Test 

Density testing measures the mass of each unit volume of an object. The voids can influence the high 

and low density of the composite. Density can also be affected by the interfacial bond between fiber 

and matrix. The density value decreases when the matrix and fiber cannot bond properly. Meanwhile, 

the water content is a composite board property that reflects the water content property of the composite 

board. Specimen testing was carried out using density and water content tests with the Indonesian 
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National Standard SNI 01-4449-2006 [16]. A density test was conducted by weighing the mass of the 

dry sample and the volume of the specimen to obtain the density of the CHF board composite. The 

density calculation (ρ) was calculated using Equation 1 [16]. 
 

𝜌 =
𝑚

𝑉
 (1) 

 

Where ρ is density (kg/m3), m is mass (kg), and V is the volume (m3). Meanwhile, the moisture content 

test is obtained based on the results of measuring the specimen's initial and dry mass after being in the 

oven to obtain the moisture content in percent. Water content was calculated using Equation 2 [16], 
 

KA = 
mKU

mKO

×100% (2) 

 

where KA is water content (%), mKU is the dry mass of sample air (kg), and mKO is the dry mass after 

the oven sample (gr). 

 

2.3.2. Mechanical Test 

Specimen testing was carried out using the MOE and MOR tests with the Indonesian National Standard 

(SNI 01-4449-2006) [16]. MOE is the proportional slope of the linear line and the stress and strain 

curves on the sample. MOR is a fiber strength that occurs at the maximum load when the sample fails 

and is said to be maximum strength. The MOE and MOR tests were carried out using the Universal 

Tensile Machine (UTS) RTG-1310 with a load cell capacity of 10 kN, a specimen width (L) of 0.05 m 

(5 cm), specimen thickness (T) of 0.01 m (1 cm), and buffer distance (S) 0.15 m (15 cm) applicable to 

all samples. Based on the data obtained from the UTS RTG-1310 tool, the MOE and MOR were 

calculated using Equation 3 and Equation 4 [16]. 
 

MOR =
3PL

2bh
2
 (3) 

  

MOE =
∆P𝐿3

4∆Ybh
3
 (4) 

 

Where MOR is modulus of rupture (MPa), MOE is modulus of elasticity (MPa), P is maximum load 

(N), L is buffer distance (m), b is the width of the test sample (m), h is the thickness of the test sample 

(m), ∆P is the increasing load in the range of linear line of graph (N) buffer distance, and ∆Y is the 

increasing banding distance in the range of linear line of graph (N) [16]. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Physical Test 

Volume fraction has a significant effect on the physical properties of the composite. Composite quality 

can be known based on physical testing. This test aims to determine the quality of the composite in 

water and humid environments [20]. Density and water absorption are factors that affect composite 

quality [21]. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. (a) Density and (b) moisture absorption of composite with variation of fiber volume fraction. 
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Figure 4 shows each composite's density value and percentage of moisture by variation of fiber 

volume fraction. The density value has decreased with increasing weight percent of CHF. It was 

indicated that the density increased with decreased weight of the percent of the CHF (Figure 4a). The 

highest density (0.85%) is achieved by the composite reinforced with 25% of CHF, and the composite 

contains the highest amount of CHF. The density of the composite reinforced with 75% CHF is the 

lowest at 0.51%. Adding CHF to the mix can increase the rate at which moisture is absorbed (Figure 

4b). The composite with the highest value of CHF absorbs the most moisture (7.91%). It shows that 

less dense composites have more void spaces than dense ones so that more water can be absorbed. A 

similar type of result was found for CHF/polyester (PE) composites [22], explaining that the effect of 

CHF/PE that the best composite composition with physical properties absorption the research that 

lowest absorption with value 2.39% was detected in 20% CHF and 80% PE composite. It means that 

the lower CHF content and the more resin content in the composite, the lower absorption and the higher 

density vice versa. Other research similar to previous research [23] shows that increasing filler corn and 

jute fiber composite loading decreases the density value. On the other hand, the increase in fiber causes 

increased water absorption in the composite. It is due to the presence of cavities in the composite 

process. 

The moisture absorption is directly related to the density composite. A large number of voids and 

weaker bonds between the fiber and matrix cause more water to accumulate in the void. According to 

[24], water molecules penetrate the composite material when natural fiber composites are exposed to 

wet conditions. They comprise small cracks that allow the material to flow through them, affecting the 

adhesion between the fibers and resin. Swelling of the fibers causes microcracks in the matrix and can 

eventually lead to debonding events of the fiber-polymer matrix. Debonding event is the damage to the 

composite caused by the non-adherence of the fiber with a binder or resin. This debonding can impact 

reducing the composite's strength and the lack of fiber function as a reinforcing material in the binder 

[25]. Conversely, less moisture absorption and density increase when there is an increase in adhesion 

to the composite.  
 

3.2. Mechanical Test 

The mechanical testing of composite materials is essential for determining their properties in product 

design and analysis, quality control, application performance requirements, and production processes 

[26]. Mechanical testing is used to determine the strength and stiffness of polymer composts to 

investigate their potential use in the design of a composite structure [27]. The MOR and MOE of various 

combinations of the CHF and PE resin composite are presented in Figure 5.  

Based on Figure 5, the MOE has the same trend as the MOR. The MOE increased when the fiber 

volume fraction decreased. The MOE and MOR values increased fiber content by 25% and decreased 

fiber content by 50–75%. The averages of MOE of the fiberboard composite with a fiber content of 

25%, 50%, and 75% are 1179.2 MPa, 458.8 MPa, and 178.2 MPa, respectively. According to the 

standard SNI 01-4449-2006 [16], the value of MOE is ≥ 804.1 MPa. Based on the standard, a value that 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Effect variation of fiber volume fraction corn husk fiber on the MOR and the MOE. 
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qualifies the standards are the composition of 25% fiber and 75% resin. At the same time, the averages 

of MOR of the fiberboard composite with a fiber content of 25%, 50%, and 75% are 9.4 MPa, 7.6 MPa, 

and 3.0 MPa, respectively. According to the standard SNI 01-4449-2006 [16], the value of MOR is ≥ 

5.0 MPa. Experiment values that qualify the standards are 25% fiber and 50% fiber, while 75% of the 

fiber is unqualified. 

Based on previous research [22] explains the increase in the value of the MOE together with 

the increment in fiber substance up to 30%. However, when CHF volume is more than 30%, there is a 

decrease in MOE. The reduction in MOE can be caused by fiber damage and fiber pulling in the 

composite structures. A similar study using different matrices was stated by [28]. Its research explains 

that Young's modulus gradually increases mechanical properties with increasing fiber content. These 

values increased up to 10% fiber content and then decreased. This event is associated with the flow 

process and the formation of a film from the matrix on the composite structure, which can increase the 

strength of the composite [29]. Whereas based on a similar study using flax fiber and epoxy has been 

carried out. The composite's mechanical strength is reduced because more water molecules enter the 

material through the fiber channels and capillaries. They act along the interface between the epoxy and 

the flax fiber, causing swelling of the sample, which can cause the bond between resin and fiber to 

break. It may also explain why the MOE and MOE strength of the composite between CHF and PE 

resin in this study increased at 25% fiber content, then decreased with fiber addition to 75%. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the results and discussion, it can be concluded that the volume fraction of fiber affects the 

physical and mechanical properties of composites. Increasing the fiber volume fraction will increase 

the moisture absorption of the composite but will decrease the density of the composite. The standard 

SNI 01-4449-2006 requires a fiberboard density value of 0.40 to 0.84 gr/cm³ and moisture absorption 

value ≤ 13%. The best results from moisture absorption and density of the composites were obtained 

for 25% fiber volume fraction and 75% PE, namely 0.49% and 0.85 g/cm³, respectively. Based on these 

standards, this composite is categorized as high-density fiberboard because it has a density of more than 

0.84 g/cm³. While for the mechanical properties of the composite, the MOE and MOR value increased 

in fiber content by 25% and decreased in fiber content by 50–75%, respectively. The average MOR 

value of the fiberboard composite was obtained at 9.4 MPa with 25% fiber content, 7.6 MPa with 50% 

fiber content, and 3.0 MPa with 75% fiber content and requires a fiberboard MOR value ≥ 5.0 MPa. At 

the same time, the average MOE value of the fiberboard composite was obtained at 1179.2 MPa with 

25% fiber content, 458.8 MPa with 50% fiber content, and 178.2 MPa with 75% fiber content and 

requires a fiberboard MOR value ≥ 804.1 MPa. Based on the mechanical properties results, the 

composites from this research values that qualify the standards SNI 01-4449-2006 are 25% fiber and 

50% fiber for MOR, whereas MOE requires 25% fiber. 
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